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State Transitions and Normative Positions
within Normative Systems
Magnus Hjelmblom
Faculty of Engineering and Sustainable Development,
University of Gävle, SE-801 76 Gävle, Sweden
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Abstract. Many multi-agent systems are naturally viewed as transition
systems, in which the transitions between states are connected to the actions of the agents in the system. The behaviour of the individual agents
can be regulated by a normative system in which norms are formulated
in terms of permissible or prohibited state transitions. This report examines the set of types of such transitions, and their connection to different
interpretations of the Kanger-Lindahl theory of normative positions. A
refinement of Lindahl’s system of one-agent types of normative positions
is presented and discussed, and is put in relation to another refinement
by Jones and Sergot. It is shown in the report that, based on different
interpretations of the action operator Do, each of these refinements can
be given an interpretation within the context of norm-regulated Dalmas
(a class of transition systems regulated by conditional norms based on
the theory of normative positions) and other similar systems.
Keywords: transition system, multi-agent system, norm-regulated, normgoverned, normative system, normative positions, deontic logic
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Introduction

The study of norm-regulated multi-agent systems covers areas such as the formal
representation and implementation of normative systems as well as applications
of norm-regulated MAS. One approach to the design of normative systems and
the formulation of norms (or ‘social laws’) is the use of if-then-else rules or
constraints on the states, and the transitions between states, of an agent or
a the system as a whole. In many systems, the actions of an individual agent
are naturally associated with transitions between different states of the system.
As a consequence, the permission or prohibition of a specific action in such a
system is connected to permissible or prohibited transitions between states of
the system, and norms may then be formulated as restrictions on states and
state transitions. The ‘agent-stranded transition systems’ framework by Craven
and Sergot [3, 23] and the Ballroom system by Gaertner et al. [5] both serve as
examples of this approach. Other approaches are algebraic or based on modal
logics, for example temporal or deontic logic. One example of the latter is the
combination by Governatori et al. [6] of temporalised agency and temporalised
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normative positions, in the setting of Defeasible Logic. The Dalmas architecture
(see Sect. 1.2) for norm-regulated MAS [20] is based on an algebraic approach
to the representation of normative systems.
This report presents current research within the Decision, Risk and Policy
Analysis group at the University of Gävle, on the automation of forest cleaning from an agents-and norms-perspective. It gives an overview of the possible
combinations of permissible and prohibited state transitions in the context of
a basic class of systems. A refinement of the Kanger-Lindahl set of one-agent
types of normative positions1 by Jones and Sergot will be presented, and an
interpretation within the context of norm-regulated Dalmas and other similar
systems will be suggested. Furthermore, an alternative refinement, together with
a possible interpretation, will be suggested and discussed. An application within
the area of automated forest cleaning will also be presented.
1.1

The Kanger-Lindahl Theory of Normative Positions

The Kanger-Lindahl theory of normative positions is based on Kanger’s ‘deontic
action-logic’ [12, 13]. The theory, further developed by Lindahl in [14], contains
three systems of types of normative positions. The simplest of these systems is
a system of seven ‘one-agent types’ of normative positions, based on the logic
of the action operator Do and the deontic operator Shall. Do(x, d) is read as ‘x
sees to it that d’ or ‘x brings it about that d’, as will be further discussed in
Sect. 3.1. The logical properties assumed for Do is that it is the smallest system
containing propositional logic, closed under logical equivalence and containing
the axiom schema Do(x, d) → d. The latter schema tries to capture the notion
of successful action; if x ‘sees to it’ or ‘brings about’ that d, then d is indeed the
case.
Each of the three statements (i) Do(x, d), (ii) Do(x, ¬d) and (iii) ¬Do(x, d) ∧
¬Do(x, ¬d) implies the negation of each of the others, and the disjunction of
all three is a tautology. Each of (i) - (iii) can be prefixed with either May or
¬May, where MayF is defined as ¬Shall¬F , and basic conjunctions containing
one statement from each such pair are formed. By iterated construction of basic
conjunctions, a set of eight conjunctions is obtained. One such ‘maxi-conjunction’
is self-contradictory, the other seven are listed below:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1

T1 (x, d): May Do(x, d) ∧ May[¬Do(x, d) ∧ ¬Do(x, ¬d)] ∧ May Do(x, ¬d);
T2 (x, d): May Do(x, d) ∧ May[¬Do(x, d) ∧ ¬Do(x, ¬d)] ∧ ¬May Do(x, ¬d);
T3 (x, d): May Do(x, d) ∧ ¬May[¬Do(x, d) ∧ ¬Do(x, ¬d)] ∧ May Do(x, ¬d);
T4 (x, d): ¬May Do(x, d) ∧ May[¬Do(x, d) ∧ ¬Do(x, ¬d)] ∧ May Do(x, ¬d);
T5 (x, d): May Do(x, d) ∧ ¬May[¬Do(x, d) ∧ ¬Do(x, ¬d)] ∧ ¬May Do(x, ¬d);
T6 (x, d): ¬May Do(x, d) ∧ May[¬Do(x, d) ∧ ¬Do(x, ¬d)] ∧ ¬May Do(x, ¬d);
T7 (x, d): ¬May Do(x, d) ∧ ¬May[¬Do(x, d) ∧ ¬Do(x, ¬d)] ∧ May Do(x, ¬d).

The term deontic position is sometimes used instead of normative position. The
latter term will be used in this report.
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Some further refinement of the systems of normative positions has been made
by Jones and Sergot [10, 22]; cf. Sect. 3.2. Jones and Sergot have suggested and
explored some applications of the theory within computer science, and discussed
some of its limitations in this setting. Lindahl and Odelstad [15, 19, 16] have combined the theory of normative positions with an algebraic approach to normative systems. Dalmas [20] is an abstract architecture for a class of multi-agent
systems, regulated by normative systems based on this approach. Recently, a
general-level Java/Prolog implementation of the Dalmas architecture [8, 9] has
been developed, to facilitate the implementation of specific systems.
1.2

The Dalmas Architecture

A deterministic Dalmas is a simple multi-agent system in which the actions of an
agent are connected to transitions between system states. A Dalmas is formally
described by an ordered 9-tuple, where the arguments are specific sets, operators
and functions which give the specific Dalmas its unique features [20, pp.152f].
Of particular interest is the deontic structure-operator, which for each situation
of the system determines an agent’s deontic structure on the feasible acts in the
current situation, and the preference structure-operator, which for each situation
determines the preference structure on the permissible acts. In a norm-regulated
simple deterministic Dalmas, the deontic structure consists of all acts that are
not explicitly prohibited by a normative system, and the preference structure
consists of the most preferable (according to the agent’s utility function) of the
acts in the deontic structure. The normative system consists of norms based
on the Kanger-Lindahl theory of normative positions, expressed in an algebraic
notation for conditional norms.
A (deterministic) Dalmas is situated in an environment that can be characterised as accessible, deterministic, static and discrete. It is accessible since all
agents have full knowledge of the state of the environment, including the state of
other agents. It is deterministic and static since the next situation of the system
is completely determined by the current situation and the action executed by the
agent, and the state of the environment does not change while the agent decides
on its action. The agents in the system take turns to act; only one agent at a
time (the ‘moving’ or ‘acting’ agent) may perform an action. Finally, the environment is discrete since there is a limited number of distinct actions available
for the agents to choose between.
This kind of system may seem too limited to be of practical interest as a
multi-agent system architecture. However, one of the aims of [20] was to show
the potential usefulness of the combination of the Kanger-Lindahl theory of oneagent normative positions and an algebraic approach to normative systems as a
formal framework for the formulation of normative systems for (to begin with)
a restricted class of multi-agent systems. The general-level implementation of
the Dalmas architecture [8, 9] shows that this approach can be turned into an
executable computational model, which gives motivation for further development
of this approach. A central issue in this task is to find a reasonable interpretation
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of Lindahl’s one-agent types of normative positions in this context. We turn our
attention to this issue in the following sections.

2

Normative Systems and State Transitions

In many systems, the actions of an individual agent are naturally associated with
transitions between different states of the system. In the following, an action a is
regarded as a function from an agent x and a state s to a resulting state a(x, s).
This section will discuss the connection between permissible or prohibited actions
for an agent, and permissible or prohibited transitions between system states.
Systems characterized by a set of distinct states and transitions between
these states are often referred to as transition systems. A labelled transition
system (LTS) is usually defined as a 3-tuple hS, A, Ri where S is a set of states,
A is a set of transition labels, and R is a set of labelled transitions. One approach
to the representation of norms in this context is to partition states as well as
transitions into two categories, as in a coloured transition system. Sergot et
al. defines a coloured transition system as a structure hS, A, R, Sg , Rg i, where
hS, A, Ri is a labelled transition system. The component Sg ⊆ S is the set of
permitted (or ‘green’) states, and Rg ⊆ R is the set of permitted (or ‘green’)
transitions. The complements Sred = S \ Sg and Rred = R \ Rg are referred to
as the ‘red states’ and ‘red transitions’, respectively. The reader is referred to [3,
23] for a more complete introduction.
2.1

System norms vs. agent-specific norms

Norms are commonly classified into two categories: constituitive norms and behavioural norms. Norms in the former class specify, for example, the meaning
of different kinds of communicative acts within a given institution, or the definitions of what kind of acts are meaningful in a certain context. Norms of the
latter kind specify which actions are permitted, prohibited or even obligatory.
They may be further classified according to the ‘level’ on which they are effective; whether we view the system from the point of view of a system designer
or an individual agent. See for example [5, pp. 217f] for a deeper discussion.
To illustrate, let us consider the ‘rooms’ example (or, rather, class of examples)
employed in [3, 23]. In this example, two categories of agents (male and female)
move around in a world of rooms. The agents may pass trough doorways that
each connect two rooms to each other. Each room can contain any number of
agents. The actions available for each agent are to move in certain directions, or
to stay (‘not move’) in the current room. The agents’ behaviour is regulated by
a normative system which states that a male agent and a female agent may not
be alone together in a room; such states of the system are coloured red, while
all other states are coloured green [23, pp. 14ff]. Sergot distinguishes between
system norms and agent-specific norms:
In the context of using norms or ‘social laws’ to regulate the interactions
of multiple, independently acting agents in a multi-agent computer system, the colourings of states and transitions as ‘green’ or ‘red’ represent
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system norms. They express a system designer’s point of view of what
system states and transitions are legal, permitted, desirable, and so on.
There is a separate category of individual agent-specific norms that are
intended to guide an individual agent’s behaviours and are supposed to
be taken into account in the agent’s implementation, or reasoning processes, in one way or another. These have a different character. In order
to be effective, or even meaningful, they must be formulated in terms
of what an agent can actually sense or perceive and the actions that it
can actually perform. So, in the ‘rooms’ example an agent-specific norm
could not meaningfully prohibit an agent from acting in such a way that
a male and female are alone in a room together. The agent cannot predict how other agents will act: just because a room is currently vacant,
for example, does not mean that another agent will not enter it.
In comparison, a normative system for a Dalmas contains agent-specific norms
only; there is no counterpart in this architecture to ‘globally green’ or globally
red’ states and transitions. The constraint that only one agent at a time can
move through the doorway corresponds roughly to the restriction in the Dalmas
architecture that the agents take turns to act. For a Dalmas version of the
‘rooms’ example, it would be possible to formulate agent-specific norms that
prohibit an agent from acting in a way that a male agent and a female agent are
alone together, since no other agent than the moving’ agent can leave or enter a
room.
The agent-specific norms in the ‘rooms’ example determine what an agent
should or should not do if the system has entered an illegal state. It may happen
that an agent is prevented from complying with its individual norms. In other
words, a permissible (or even obligatory) act is not always feasible. In contrast,
a normative system for a ‘rooms’ Dalmas would, for each of the feasible acts
for the moving agent x, determine if the act is permissible or not. It forbids the
moving agent to choose an act that leads to an ‘illegal’ state. How a Dalmas
should behave in a situation where all of the feasible acts are prohibited – a
‘red(x)-sink’, in the terminology of [23] – is not specified by the architecture. It
depends on the desired behaviour of the specific system.
(...) here we have a conflict between agent-specific norms for the same
agent. It would be reasonable to say that there should be no conflicts of
this type in any well-defined set of agent-specific norms. [23, p. 27]
The notion of sub-standard transitions for an agent x has no counterpart within
the present Dalmas framework, since the Dalmas agents always comply (if at
all possible) with the norms in the normative system.
2.2

Formulation of (agent-specific) norms

Naturally, there are many different approaches to the formal representation of
normative systems. One such approach is the use of an action language, for example the C+ language of Giunchiglia et al. This language is a member of a
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whole family of formalisms referred to as ‘causal action languages’ An action description in C+ is a set of rules which define a specific labelled transition system.
An extension of C+, called nC+, is designed for the formal representation of normative aspects of different kinds of societies, for example multi-agent systems.
It is employed for the specification of norms in the ‘rooms’ example introduced
in the previous section [3, p.177 and pp. 180f]:
The language nC+. To avoid having to specify separately which states
and transitions are green and which are red, an nC+ action description
specifies those that are red and leaves the remainder to be classified as
green by default. This is for convenience, and also to ensure that all
states and transitions are classified completely and consistently. (...) Accordingly, the language nC+ extends C+ with two new forms of rules. A
state permission law is an expression of the form
n : not-permitted F if G
where n is an (optional) identifier for the rule and F and G are fluent
formulas. not-permitted F is shorthand for the law not-permitted F if >.
An action permission law is an expression of the form
n : not-permitted α if Ψ
where n is an (optional) identifier for the rule, α is an action formula and
Ψ is any formula of signature σ f ∪ σ a . not-permitted α is a shorthand for
the law not-permitted α if >. We also allow oblig F as an abbreviation for
not-permitted ¬F and oblig α as an abbreviation for not-permitted ¬α.
In the Dalmas architecture, a norm is represented by a 2-tuple hx, yi where x is
the (descriptive) ground of the norm and y is its (normative) consequence. For
example, the elementary norm hMn c, Tj di represents the sentence
∀x1 , x2 , ..., xν , xν+1 ∈ Ω : ∀s ∈ S : Mn c(x1 , x2 , ..., xp , xν+1 ; xm , s) →
Tj d(x1 , x2 , ..., xq , xν+1 ; xm , s)
where Ω is the set of agents, S is the state space and ν = max(p, q). c(x1 , ..., xp ; s)
is a descriptive ‘state-condition’, i.e. a relation between p agents in state s. Mn is
an operator that transforms c to a descriptive ‘situation-condition’, i.e. a relation
between p + 1 agents in a situation hxm , si where xm is the ‘moving’ or ‘acting’
agent. Similarly, d(x1 , x2 , ..., xq ; s) is a descriptive ‘state-condition’, and Tj is an
operator that transforms d to a normative ‘situation-condition’ corresponding to
the j-th type of normative one-agent positions. (See [20, 8] for an explanation of
the role of the operators Mn and Tj .) In the Java/Prolog implementation, a norm
is represented by a Prolog term n/3 of the form n(Id/N,OpG*G,OpC*C), where
Id is an identifier of a norm-system, N is an identifier of an individual norm,
and OpD*D is a compound term representing an operator OpD applied to a state
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condition predicate D, forming the norm’s ground or consequence, respectively
[8, p. 42].
nC+ allows the formulation of both ‘state permission laws’ and ‘action permission laws’. The norms used in the Dalmas context can be viewed as state
permission laws in the sense that they regulate which states are allowed and
disallowed as the result of an action of an agent in a specific state, and as action permission laws in the sense that they regulate if an action is permissible
or prohibited in a specific state. This is done by examining whether or not a
certain state condition d holds before and after the agent acts, i.e. by examining the type of transition with regard to d. Pure action permission laws (such
as ‘not-permitted α if Ψ ’) can in the Dalmas architecture be formulated using
a kind of history dependence: ‘if Ψ then x shall see to it that x will not have
performed action α in the previous state’. It can also be noted that the algebraic
Dalmas notation for norms allow conditional norms based on relations between
an arbitrary number of agents in the agent-set.
2.3

Permissible and Prohibited State Transitions

Let S be a system, and let S be the set of possible states for S. As previously
mentioned, an action a is regarded as a function from an agent x and a state
s to a resulting state a(x, s). In the following, the abbreviation s+ will be used
for a(x, s) when there is no need for an explicit reference to the action a and
the acting agent x. If s is a state for S, then s+ is a subsequent state; both
are members of the state space S. Assume that d is a condition which is true
or false in each state s for the system S, and let ¬d denote the negation of d.
Let us consider the transition from a state s to the next state s+ when x is to
move, and focus on the condition d.2 With regard to d, there are four possible
alternatives for the transition from s to s+ , since in s as well as in s+ , d or ¬d
could hold:
(I)
(II)
(III)
(IV)

d(s) & d(s+ )
¬d(s) & d(s+ )
d(s) & ¬d(s+ )
¬d(s) & ¬d(s+ )

Each alternative can be said to represent a type of transition with regard to
the state of affairs d. The set {(I),(II),(III),(IV)} has 16 subsets, each of which
might represent a prohibited combination of transition types [19, p. 41]. They
are summarised in Table 1, where a dash (-) denotes a permissible transition
type while an X denotes a prohibited transition type.
For example, row 5 expresses that if ¬d(s) and d(a(x, s)), then action a is not
permissible for x in state s. It seems, however, that not all rows in the table
represent meaningful norms. Note for example that row 11 expresses that if d(s),
2

In the Dalmas setting, d can be a ν-ary relation d(x1 , ..., xν ) between a number of
agents, as a consequence of the algebraic representation of norms. In the special case
that the sequence of agents is empty, i.e. ν = 0, d represents a proposition.
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Table 1. Possible Combinations of Prohibited State Transition Types

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

(I)

(II)

(III)

(IV)

P rohibiteda (x, s) if

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

¬d(s) ∧ ¬d(a(x, s))
d(s) ∧ ¬d(a(x, s))
¬d(a(x, s))
¬d(s) ∧ d(a(x, s))
¬d(s)
¬(d(s) ↔ d(a(x, s)))
¬d(s) ∨ ¬d(a(x, s))
d(s) ∧ d(a(x, s))
d(s) ↔ d(a(x, s))
d(s)
d(s) ∨ ¬d(a(x, s))
d(a(x, s))
¬d(s) ∨ d(a(x, s))
d(s) ∨ d(a(x, s))
>

then neither transition (I) or (III) is permissible. In other words, if d holds before
agent x acts, then no act is permissible for x. This does not seem to represent a
meaningful norm; after all, an action by x can only affect the truth of d after the
action is performed. Another example is row 6, which expresses that if ¬d(s),
then no act is permissible, since neither of transition (II) or (IV) is permissible.
It seems that all rows that contain {(I),(III)} or {(II),(IV)} represent norms
that are not meaningful. Table 2 contains the rows that do represent meaningful
norms.
To facilitate the following discussion, let us define a set of transition operators.
A transition operator Θd is a function such that for each s in the set of possible
states S of the system S, Θd (s) is an element in {d(s+ ), ¬d(s+ )}. There are four
such transition operators:


d(s+ ) if d(s)
d(s+ ) if ¬d(s)



¬d(s+ ) if d(s)
¬d(s+ ) if ¬d(s)



d(s+ ) if d(s)
¬d(s+ ) if ¬d(s)



¬d(s+ ) if d(s)
d(s+ ) if ¬d(s)

i. ∆d (s) =
ii. ∇d (s) =
iii. Λd (s) =
iv. Ωd (s) =
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Table 2. Meaningful Combinations of Prohibited State Transition Types
(I)

(II)

(III)

(IV)

P rohibiteda (x, s) if

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
-

X
X
X
-

¬d(s) ∧ ¬d(a(x, s))
d(s) ∧ ¬d(a(x, s))
¬d(a(x, s))
¬d(s) ∧ d(a(x, s))
¬(d(s) ↔ d(a(x, s)))
d(s) ∧ d(a(x, s))
d(s) ↔ d(a(x, s))
d(a(x, s))

The transition operators will be used in Sect. 3.2 as a ‘bridge’ between Table 2
and the formulation of conditional norms based on the Kanger-Lindahl theory
of normative positions.

3

State Transitions and Normative Positions

In this section we will try to find an interpretation of the theory of normative
positions within the context of Dalmas and similar systems. As a background,
the first subsection presents and discusses different wievs of the concepts of
action and agency, both in general and in our particular context. The following
subsection presents one attempt to interpret the theory of normative positions
within this context, and also discusses some problems with this interpretation.
The third subsection presents a refinement of Lindahl’s set of one-agent types
of normative positions by Jones and Sergot, and suggests an interpretation of
their refined set of types within the ‘Jones-Sergot tradition’. The last subsection
suggests an alternative refinement, together with an interpretation within the
‘Kanger-Lindahl tradition’.
3.1

Action and Agency

As Lindahl points out in [14, p. 68], the logical properties assumed for the action
operator Do (see Sect. 1.1) give a certain precision to the vague concept ’sees to
it that’, but at the same time allow it to retain a certain vagueness, with room
for further precision. It seems that different ‘traditions’ regarding the treatment
of action and agency have emerged within the field of normative positions. One
tradition follows Lindahl’s account in [14]:
There are usually several different descriptions of an action, all of which
provide a correct specification of the actions by which a person sees to
it that a state of affairs obtains. As often as not one of these correct
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specifications is a description of a bodily movement. The statement
(3) John sees to it that the door is closed at time t2 by moving his left
foot forward at time t1 ,
for example, can be a correct specification with respect to the instrumental action of
(4) John sees to it that the door is closed at time t2 .
However it can be the case that a person sees to it that a state of affairs
obtains without making any bodily movement at all. For example, suppose that the door is closed from t1 to tn without anyone attempting to
open it. The statement
(5) John sees to it that the door is closed from t1 to tn
can, in such a case, be true without it being the case that John performs
a bodily action at all (without John concretely “doing” anything at all)
in order to keep the door closed. It happens, as a matter of fact, that
the door remains closed without John needing to raise a finger, but if
someone tried to open the door John would immediately intervene, for
example, by going to the door and leaning against it. One might say that
the instrumental action in this example is a null action: John sees to it
that the doors condition remains as it is without actively doing anything.
[pp. 69f]
Another example of how one abstracts from differences between conditions by using the Do operator is given by the following two statements:
(5) John opens the door. (6) John keeps the door open. Both (5) and
(6) are represented in the symbolic language by a sentence of the type
Do(p, F ). In (5), F denotes the condition that the door is opened whilst
in (6), F denotes the condition that the door is kept open. [p. 75]
The ‘Kanger-Lindahl tradition’ seems to emphasize the end result; Shall Do(x, d)
is read as ‘it shall be the case that x sees to it that d’. In contrast, the ‘JonesSergot tradition’ seems to focus more on the concept of agency. This tradition
prefers the more compact notation O for Shall and P for May, and the analysis
of agency is based on Pörn’s Ex operator. Ex d [21, pp. 4ff] is to be read as ‘x
brings it about that d’ or ‘x causes it to be the case that d’; it is defined as the
conjunction of Dx d and C0x d, where Dx d is read as ‘it is necessary for something
that x does that d’, and C0x d is read as ‘but for x’s activity, d might not be
the case’ or ‘d is not independent of x’s action’. Consequently, OEx d is read as
‘it shall be the case that x brings it about that d’, or perhaps even ‘it shall be
the case that it is x that brings it about that d’. With the latter reading, OEx d
not only says something about what x ought to do or ought not to do, but also
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says that it is x and none other than x that should bring it about that d. For
example, Sergot and Richards [24, pp. 5f] remark that
(...) there is a tendency to read expressions containing Ex with emphasis
on the ‘end result’ feature and insufficient attention to the agency component. It can be tempting, in particular, to read an expression OEx F
as a representation of an ought-to-do statement that ‘x ought to see to
it that F ’. (...) However, this is not what the expression OEx F says. (...)
The statement that x ought to be an agent of F is to be distinguished
from the statement that x ought to do something that results in F . For
example, x does not fulfil the obligation OEx F if F would have happened
anyway, whatever x did.
This seems to be in contrast to the ‘Kanger-Lindahl’ interpretation of Shall Do(x, d)
where x can fulfil the obligation to see to it that d by performing a ‘null action’
with regard to d. Jones and Sergot’s account in [11, p. 7] explicitly assumes a
third rule of inference for Ex , in addition to the two rules previously discussed:
R¬N : A → ¬Ex A
According to Jones and Sergot, this rule
(...) captures part of the idea that agent x is in some sense responsible for
bringing about the state of affairs A, that it might have been otherwise
but for his action. Whatever else we might have in mind (...), on no
account could we accept that an agent brings about what is logically
true.
The intuitive understanding of actions and other related concepts is often
connected to some sort of change in the ‘state of the world’. As noted by Demolombe and Jones [4, pp. 2f], this aspect is not significant in Lindahl’s and
Pörn’s analyses:
Action sentences of the kind (1) John opens the door were assigned the
logical form (2) Di A, to be read as ‘i brings it about that A’, where Di is
a relativised modal operator and A describes the state of affairs brought
about. Pörn recognised (...) that the logical form he adopted for (1) was
a simplification. Although (1) entails (3) John brings it about that the
door is open, (3) certainly does not entail (1). If, for example, it is the
case that (4) John keeps the door open then (3) is true whilst (1) may
well be false. As Pörn pointed out, the difference in sense between (1)
and (4) may be explained by reference to pairs of successive occasions.
The truth of (1) requires that, on the earlier of two occasions, the door
in question is not open, and then John does what he does and - as a
result - the door is open on the later occasion. Whereas the truth of (4)
requires the door to be open on the earlier occasion and - as a result
of John’s action - still open on the later occasion. The ‘brings it about
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that’ representation of action sentences is a simplification in (at least)
the sense that (2) does not discriminate between (1) and (4). Marking
an important point of contrast with the approach of von Wright (...),
Pörn noted that “... the notion of a pair of successive occasions is not
fundamental to our logic of action” (...). We might say that Pörn’s logic
of action sentences is an abstraction, which ignores the change-of-stateover-time aspect of actions, and focuses instead on just two factors: who
the agent is, and what state of affairs it is that results from the agent’s
action. For certain purposes - and in particular for the applications of
the logic of action that interested Pörn - an abstraction of this kind is
entirely appropriate.
In later work, Pörn rearticulated the reading of Di A and introduced the Ex operator for ‘x brings it about that’, but this does not change the level of abstraction.
As summarised by Jones and Sergot [10, p. 18],
(...) this kind of approach to the logic of action abstracts away from
considerations of state change and the temporal dimension, focusing essentially on the agent concerned and the states of affairs that he or she
brings about.
This abstraction is a challenge in the pursuit of a reasonable interpretation of the
theory of normative positions in terms of state change. One approach is to follow
Hilpinen’s idea [7] to distinguish transitions corresponding to the agent’s activity
from transitions corresponding to the agent’s inactivity. Hilpinen identifies eight
possible modes of action, and because of the symmetry between A and ¬A there
are four basic forms to consider:
1.
2.
3.
4.

x
x
x
x

brings it about that A (¬A to A, x active);
lets it become the case that A (¬A to A, x inactive);
sustains the case that A (A to A, x active);
lets it remain the case that A (A to A, x inactive)

Let us recall the possible alternatives with regard to the state of affairs d for the
transition from s to s+ :3
(I)
(II)
(III)
(IV)

d(s) & d(s+ )
¬d(s) & d(s+ )
d(s) & ¬d(s+ )
¬d(s) & ¬d(s+ )

The first two basic forms correspond to (II) or (III), a transition from a state
where ¬A to a state where A or from a state where A to a state where ¬A.
(1) represents a kind of bringing about that A by agent x; (2) corresponds to
inactivity by x (with respect to A). The last two basic forms correspond to a
3

With explicit reference to states, the expression ‘¬A to A’ is represented by ‘d(s) &
d(s+ )’, and so on.
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transition from a state where A to a state where A, or from a state where ¬A
to a state where ¬A. (3) represents a kind of bringing about that A by agent x,
while (4) corresponds to inactivity by x (with respect to A). Sergot and Richards
[24, p. 18] elaborate on this observation by introducing two new operators E+
x
and E−
x to to be able to distinguish between an agent x’s bringing it about that
A (Hilpinen’s first basic form) and x’s sustaining the case that A (Hilpinen’s
third basic form):
Both have exactly the same logical properties as Ex since they are both
forms of ‘bringing it about’ in the same sense. They are obviously mutually exclusive, and so the following relationships hold:
−
E1. Ex A → (E+
x A ∨ Ex A)
+
−
E2. Ex A → ¬Ex A

We do not (at present) distinguish between letting it remain the case
that A and letting it become the case that A since we do not find this
so useful. Both remain represented by ¬Ex A.
The relationship between Hilpinen’s basic forms and the interpretation of Do and
Pass within the ‘Kanger-Lindahl tradition’ is not wholly clear. The four basic
forms may be regarded as properties of an agent’s action in a specific situation.
It seems that ‘sees to it that’ can be associated with at least the first and third
of the basic forms, but perhaps also to the second and fourth. According to the
previously quoted example by Lindahl [14, pp. 69f], the statement John sees to it
that the door is closed from t1 to t2 may be true if John performs a ‘null action’
and thereby ‘lets it remain the case’ (fourth basic form) that the door is closed.
Similarly, the statement John sees to it that the door gets closed from t1 to t2
may be true if John ‘lets it become the case’ (second basic form) that the door
is closed, by performing a null action that lets another agent, or perhaps the
door spring, close it. In other words, John can ‘see to it that’ the door is closed
in many ways. If the door is open, and another agent closes it, he can simply
‘let it become the case’ that the door is closed he doesn’t need to ‘do anything’
himself. If no other agent closes the door, John can ‘bring it about’ that the
door is closed by closing it himself. If the door is closed, and no other agent
tries to open it, he can ‘let it remain the case’ that the door is closed without
needing to ‘do anything’. If another agent tries to open the door, he can ‘sustain
the case’ that the door is closed by leaning against it. It might seem that this
assumes that ‘see to it that’ is connected not only to the result of the agent’s
acts, but also to a ‘state of mind’ (an intention) of the agent. However, this is
not presupposed by Lindahl [14, p. 73]:
Consider the two statements (1) John sees to it that the door is closed;
(2) That the door is closed is a state of affairs intended by John. According to everyday English usage, it is probably true that (1) entails (2). For
example, if John stumbles and falls against the doors so that it is closed,
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one would perhaps not say that John sees to it that the door is closed.
However, in reading Do as sees to it that, I disregard this aspect of English usage. Thus, I do not presuppose that “p sees to it that F ”, entails
“p intends that F ”. On the other hand, I do not exclude the possibility
of increasing the precision of “p sees to it that F ” in such a way that
the entailment relation obtains, provided that this is compatible with
the logical rules which I have already introduced for the Do operator.
If ‘sees to it that’ can be associated with all four basic forms, then it could be
argued that it should not be regarded simply as a property of an action in a
specific state, but rather as a pattern of behaviour : John sees to it that the door
is closed if he, with or without intention, ‘makes sure’ that (‘in every possible
case with respect to the state of the door acts in such a way that’) the door is
closed. He does not see to it that the door is closed if it is a possibility that he
in some cases, with respect to the state of the door, acts in such a way that the
door is not closed. Consequently, he does not see to it that the door is closed
and does not see to it that the door is not closed if and only if he in some cases
acts so that the door is closed and in some possible cases acts so that the door
is not closed. See also the discussion in Sect. 3.4.
According to Lindahl [14, p. 96], the statement (1) John does not see to it
that the door is closed and does not see to it that the door is not closed expresses
John’s ‘passivity’ with respect to the door being closed. It is clear from the
examples in [14] that an agent’s passivity is taken to mean that the presence or
absence of the agent does not affect whether, in this example, the door is open
or closed. This is a very natural interpretation within Lindahl’s legal context. It
seems, however, that in a more general setting there is also another reasonable
interpretation of (1). Therefore, to reduce the risk of basing the discussion on the
intuitive understanding of passivity, the abbreviation Pass(x, d) for ¬Do(x, d) ∧
¬Do(x, ¬d) will be avoided in the following.
Action and Agency in Dalmas. Returning for a while to the Dalmas architecture, we note that a ‘do nothing’ act in this context leaves the state of the
world unchanged. In other words, the world does not evolve ‘by itself’. Therefore, a reasonable interpretation in this context is that (II) and (III) correspond
to Hilpinen’s first basic form while (I) and (IV) correspond to the fourth basic
form. It is not meaningful to say that a Dalmas agent ‘lets it become the case
that’ or ‘sustains the case that’ something holds. As for ¬Do(x, d) ∧ ¬Do(x, ¬d),
we will return to the interpretation of this statement in the following section.
Related Work. Many different approaches to the concepts of action and agency,
of which stit theory by Belnap and Perloff is perhaps the most well known, exist
in the literature. Variants of the stit operator have been suggested by (among
others) Horty and Belnap. Yet another characterisation of action uses Bringsi A
and Doesi A [6]. The former is read as ‘agent i brings it about that A’, and
is concerned with the result achieved by the agent, while the latter is used to
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specify an agent’s behaviour. It has also been proposed that variants of Dynamic
Logic, developed by for example Meyer, McCarty and van der Meyden, could be
natural candidates for giving an interpretation of the Kanger-Lindahl theory of
normative positions in terms of state transitions. In this approach, the semantics of actions is given in terms of transition systems. The relationship between
these different approaches and the treatment of action and agency in the theory
of normative positions will not be further investigated here.
3.2

State Transitions and Normative Positions

One attempt to give the Kanger-Lindahl theory of normative positions an interpretation in terms of state transitions was made by Odelstad and Boman in [20].
To facilitate the presentation, the following six ‘state transition conditions’4 Cia ,
2 ≤ i ≤ 7, were defined:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

C2a d(x1 , . . . , xν , xν+1 ; x, s)
C3a d(x1 , . . . , xν , xν+1 ; x, s)
C4a d(x1 , . . . , xν , xν+1 ; x, s)
C5a d(x1 , . . . , xν , xν+1 ; x, s)
C6a d(x1 , . . . , xν , xν+1 ; x, s)
C7a d(x1 , . . . , xν , xν+1 ; x, s)

iff
iff
iff
iff
iff
iff

[dx1 , . . . , xν ; s) ∧ ¬d(x1 , . . . , xν ; a(x, s))]
[d(x1 , . . . , xν ; s) ↔ d(x1 , . . . , xν ; a(x, s))]
[¬d(x1 , . . . , xν ; s) ∧ d(x1 , . . . , xν ; a(x, s))]
¬d(x1 , . . . , xν ; a(x, s))
¬[d(x1 , . . . , xν ; s) ↔ d(x1 , . . . , xν ; a(x, s))]
d(x1 , . . . , xν ; a(x, s))

In conjunction with a corresponding type operator, these conditions regulate
if act a is prohibited or not. The state transition conditions together with the
corresponding type operators represent a reasonable interpretation of the oneagent types Ti . There are, however, other types of state transitions than those
represented by the Cia conditions.5 This is easily seen in Table 3, where each of
Odelstad’s six Cai is identified with a corresponding row in Table 2. We find two
rows (marked with questionmarks) in Table 3 that have no corresponding Cai
conditions, even though these rows seem to represent meaningful combinations
of permissible and prohibited state transitions. This is disturbing, since each Cia
is supposed to correspond to one of the seven types of one-agent normative positions. What does this mean? Is there something wrong with the Cia conditions,
or are there more than seven types of normative positions?
In the following sections, some suggested refinements of the theory of normative
one-agent positions will be discussed.
3.3

Normative Act Positions

Jones and Sergot [10, pp. 18-19] perform a similar analysis as Lindahl, but use
a different method. First, a set of ‘act positions’
4

5

The notation Eia was used in [20], but in order to avoid confusion with the action-logic
operator Ex , Cia will be used in place of Eia . Note that there are seven type operators,
but only six state change conditions. Since T1 does not impose any restrictions on
x’s actions, there is no need for a corresponding C1a operator.
As was originally pointed out by (among others) the reviewer of [8].
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Table 3. State Transition Conditions and Meaningful Prohibitions
(I)

(II)

(III)

(IV)

P rohibiteda (x, s) if

Cia

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
-

X
X
X
-

¬d(s) ∧ ¬d(a(x, s))
d(s) ∧ ¬d(a(x, s))
¬d(a(x, s))
¬d(s) ∧ d(a(x, s))
¬(d(s) ↔ d(a(x, s)))
d(s) ∧ d(a(x, s))
d(s) ↔ d(a(x, s))
d(a(x, s))

?
C2a
C5a
C4a
C6a
?
C3a
C7a

(A1 ) Ex F
(A2 ) Ex ¬F
(A3 ) ¬Ex F ∧ ¬Ex ¬F
is generated from the scheme [[±Ex ± F ]].6 Each of the three logically consistent act positions is then prefixed with ±O±, which yields a set of 64 maxiconjunctions. Sergot [22, p. 594] shows that, irrespective of the logic of O, the
following holds:
[[±O ± [[±Ex ± F ]] ]] = [[±P[[±Ex ± F ]] ]] · [[±O[[±Ex ± F ]] ]]

(1)

Using the same logical properties of the O and Ex operators as in Lindahl’s
analysis, 57 of the 64 conjunctions are internally inconsistent. The remaining
seven are Lindahl’s seven one-agent types of normative positions:
[[±O ± [[±Ex ± F ]] ]] = [[±P[[±Ex ± F ]] ]]

(2)

For weaker logics this equality does not hold. Could it be that another (weaker)
logic of O yields an analysis with two more types of normative positions, corresponding to the “missing” two state transition conditions in Table 2? Or is it
some special property of the logic of Ex , perhaps related to the interpretation
of Ex in terms of state transitions, that leads to this result? As in the KangerLindahl framework, the only assumptions made by Jones and Sergot (cf. [10, p.
18] or [22, p.586]) regarding the logic of Ex are the axiom of successful action,
E.T, and closure under logical equivalence, E.RE. We will not explore the consequences of alternative logics of O or Ex any further. Instead, let us investigate
Sergot’s idea to perform a refined analysis, based on the set of four ‘cumulative
fact/act positions’
1. (A1 ) Ex F
2. (A2 ) Ex ¬F
6

The notation was suggested by Makinson. The reader is referred to [17, 22] for an
explanation.
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3. (A3a ) F ∧ ¬Ex F
4. (A3b ) ¬F ∧ ¬Ex ¬F
which is generated from the scheme [[±Ex ± F ]] · [[±F ]]. As before, these conjunctions are then prefixed by ±O±:
[[±O ± [[±Ex ± F ]] · [[±F ]] ]]

(3)

This analysis yields a set of 15 logically consistent conjunctions, shown in Table
II in [22, p. 596]. Lindahl’s T3 , T5 and T7 are identical to three of Sergot’s ‘normative act positions’, while each of the other four types are logically equivalent
to a disjunction of three conjunctions, as indicated in the table. It is interesting
to note that there are 15 conjunctions in Sergot’s set of ‘normative act positions’,
and also 15 rows in Table 1 (if we disregard the last row that prohibits all state
transitions). The following subsection suggests an interpretation of Ex that lets
us identify each of the ‘normative act positions’ with one of the rows in the table.
Normative Act Positions in Dalmas. Let us now, in the context of Dalmas
and similar systems, try to capture the meaning of Ex within the ‘Jones-Sergot
tradition’. Ex F is read ‘x brings it about that F ’, corresponding to Hilpinen’s
first basic form. As noted in Sect. 3.1, this in turn corresponds to a state transition of type (II) in the Dalmas context. Consequently, a natural interpretation
of ¬P Ex F is that (II) is not allowed. Analogously, ¬P Ex ¬F is taken to mean
that (III) is not allowed.
A plausible interpretation of ¬Ex F ∧ F is that F holds in the resulting state
a(x, s) when x acts, but it is not x that ‘brings it about’ that F . In the Dalmas
setting, this must mean that F holds both before and after x acts, i.e. both in
state s and state a(x, s). Consequently, ¬P(¬Ex F ∧ F ) is taken to mean that (I)
is not allowed. Analogously, ¬P(¬Ex ¬F ∧ ¬F ) means that (IV) is not allowed.
To summarise, the following principles are assumed:
1.
2.
3.
4.

¬P Ex F implies that (II) is disallowed.
¬P Ex ¬F implies that (III) is disallowed.
¬P(¬Ex F ∧ F ) implies that (I) is disallowed.
¬P(¬Ex ¬F ∧ ¬F ) implies that (IV) is disallowed.

Using these principles, we identify Sergot’s ‘normative act positions’ with a corresponding row in Table 1. The result is shown in Table 4, with the rows ordered
as in Sergot’s Table II:7
Table 4 shows that, following the principles stated above, there is a straightforward interpretation of Sergot’s ‘normative act positions’ in terms of permissible
and prohibited state transitions in this context. This approach is, however, not
without its problems. First, one might feel a bit uneasy about statements containing both an ‘act position’ and a ‘fact position’ within the scope of a deontic
7

Again, with explicit reference to states, F is represented by d(s) or d(a(x, s)), and
so on.
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Table 4. Possible Interpretation of Sergot’s Normative Act Positions
Ex F Ex ¬F

T1a
T1b
T1c
T2a
T2b
T2c
T3
T4a
T4b
T4c
T5
T6a
T6b
T6c
T7

P
P
P
P
P
P
P
¬P
¬P
¬P
P
¬P
¬P
¬P
¬P

P
P
P
¬P
¬P
¬P
P
P
P
P
¬P
¬P
¬P
¬P
P

¬Ex F ∧ F

¬Ex ¬F ∧ ¬F

P
¬P
P
P
¬P
P
¬P
P
¬P
P
¬P
P
¬P
P
¬P

P
P
¬P
P
P
¬P
¬P
P
P
¬P
¬P
¬P
P
P
¬P

(I) (II) (III) (IV) P rohibiteda (x, s) if
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
-

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

d(s) ∧ d(a(x, s))
¬d(s) ∧ ¬d(a(x, s))
d(s) ∧ ¬d(a(x, s))
d(s)
¬d(a(x, s))
d(s) ↔ d(a(x, s))
¬d(s) ∧ d(a(x, s))
d(a(x, s))
¬d(s)
d(s) ∨ ¬d(a(x, s))
¬d(s) ∨ ¬d(a(x, s))
d(s) ∨ d(a(x, s))
¬(d(s) ↔ d(a(x, s)))
¬d(s) ∨ d(a(x, s))

operator. Second, recalling that not all 15 rows in the table represent meaningful
norms, we face a situation in which neither T5 (‘OEx d’) nor T7 (‘OEx ¬d’) seem
to be useful when formulating norms, at least not within a Dalmas context.
This may be perfectly in line with the ‘Jones-Sergot tradition’ regarding the
interpretation of Ex , but not with the interpretation of Do within the ‘KangerLindahl tradition’. However, it is possible that the use of other principles than
1-4 (above) to capture the logical properties of Ex could lead to a different
version of Table 4. This possibility is not further explored here.

Operator on State Transitions. In later work, Sergot et al. have elaborated
−
on the idea to introduce the operators E+
x and Ex (cf. Sect. 3.1) in the context of
‘agent-stranded labelled transition systems’ [3, 23]. An agent-stranded labelled
transition system [23, pp. 28f] is a structure hS, A, R, Ag , strandi where hS, A, Ri
is a labelled transition system. A strand is a function on Ag × A such that
strand(x, ) selects from a transition label  the component (the ‘strand’) that
corresponds to x’s contribution to the event .
Normally, Ex d expresses that an agent x brings about the state of affairs d,
but here Ex ϕ is used to express that x ‘brings it about’ that a transition has the
property ϕ. Sergot defines two ‘brings it about’ operators, Ex and E+
x ; see [23,
p. 36]. The intended meaning of E+
x ϕ is that it is x alone that ‘brings it about’
that ϕ, while Ex ϕ expresses that x (at least) participates in the ‘bringing about’
of ϕ, leaving open the possibility that some other agent also brings it about that
ϕ. Sergot [23, p. 37] remarks that
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... the definitions of Ex and E+
x have two ingredients typical of logics of
agency. The first conjunct is a ‘necessity condition’ (...) The other component is used to capture the concept of agency itself – the fundamental
idea that ϕ is, in some sense, caused by or is the result of actions by x.
Most accounts of agency introduce a negative ‘counteraction’ or counterfactual condition for this purpose, to express that had x not acted in
the way that it did then the world would, or might, have been different.
The second conjunct in the definition of Ex adds the ‘counteraction’ requirement: had x acted differently, then the transition might have been
different.
Sergot uses the notation 0: ± d for ±d(s) and 1: ± d for ±d(s+ ). In this notation,
transitions (I) – (IV) are written
(I)
(II)
(III)
(IV)

0:d ∧ 1:d
0:¬d ∧ 1:d
0:d ∧ 1:¬d
0:¬d ∧ 1:¬d

(I) and (III) are transition formulas that represent transitions of type 0:d, while
(II) and (IV) represent transitions of type 0:¬d. (I) and (II) represent transitions
of type 1:d; (III) and (IV) represent transitions of type 1:¬d. Sergot [23, p. 40]
remarks that
Usually, logics of agency do not talk about properties of transitions in
this way. What falls in the scope of a ‘brings it about’ or ‘sees to it that’
operator is a formula representing a state of affairs: an agent ‘brings
it about’ or ‘sees to it that’ such-and-such a state of affairs exists. (...)
Ex (0:F ∧ 1:G) expresses that x brings about a transition from a state
where F holds to one where G holds, and E+
x (0:F ∧ 1:G) that x is solely
responsible for such a transition. Ex 1:F and E+
x 1:F express that x brings
about (resp., solely) that a transition results in a state where F holds.
These formulas express one sense in which it might be said that x ‘brings
about’ such-and-such a state of affairs F . It is not the only sense, because
it says that F holds in the state immediately following the transition,
whereas we might want to say merely that F holds at some (unspecified)
state in the future. Logics of agency usually do not insist that what is
brought about is immediate; indeed, since transitions are not elements
of the semantics, references to ‘immediate’ or the ‘next state’ are not
meaningful. There is one other essential difference: Ex 1:F and E+
x 1:F
are transition formulas; they cannot be used to say that in a particular
state s, x brings it about that such-and-such a state of affairs F holds.
This sense of ‘brings it about’ can be expressed as a state formula.
In a Dalmas context, (I) could be interpreted as
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(A) E+
x (0:d ∧ 1:d)
or as
(B) 0:d ∧ 1:d ∧ ¬Ex (0:d ∧ 1:d).
(A) corresponds to Hilpinen’s third basic form, ‘x sustains the case’ that d, and
(B) corresponds to the fourth basic form, ‘x lets it remain the case’ that d. Similarly, (II) could be interpreted as
(C) E+
x (0:¬d ∧ 1:d)
or as
(D) 0:¬d ∧ 1:d ∧ ¬Ex (0:¬d ∧ 1:d),
corresponding to ‘x brings it about’ that d and ‘x lets it become the case’ that
d, respectively. Cf. the discussion in Sect. 3.1.
The relationship between the definition of Ex as an operator on state transitions and the theory of normative positions will not be further investigated here.
Instead, let us in the following section explore an alternative approach.
3.4

Do, Leave and Oppose

Another proposed refinement of the one-agent types of normative positions is
based on an observation in [19]. Odelstad defines three operators Do, Pass and
Act [19, pp. 42f] in terms of state transitions. The discussion is reiterated here,
using Leave instead of Pass, Oppose instead of Act, and x instead of ω:
For triples of the form hx, d(x1 , ..., xν ); si three operators Do, Leave and
Oppose are defined in the following way (as before, d(x1 , ..., xν ) is shortened as d): 
d(s+ ) if d(s)
Do(x, d; s) =
d(s+ ) if ¬d(s)

d(s+ ) if d(s)
Leave(x, d; s) =
¬d(s+ ) if ¬d(s)

¬d(s+ ) if d(s)
Oppose(x, d; s) =
d(s+ ) if ¬d(s)
‘Do(x, d; s)’ is intended to mean that x sees to it in state s that d is
true in state s+ . The interpretation of ‘Leave(x, d; s)’ is that x is passive
in state s with respect to d, i.e. leaves d as it is. The interpretation of
‘Oppose(x, d; s)’ is that x is active in state s with respect to d, i.e.always
changes the truth value of d whatever it is so that the opposite holds
with regard to d. Note that
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¬d(s+ ) if d(s)
¬d(s+ ) if ¬d(s)

and note also that
Leave(x, d; s) = Leave(x, ¬d; s)
and
Oppose(x, d; s) = Oppose(x, ¬d; s).
We recognize the four transition operators from Sect. 2.3:
–
–
–
–

∆d (s) corresponds to Do(x, d; s);
∇d (s) corresponds to Do(x, ¬d; s);
Λd (s) corresponds to Leave(x, d; s); and
Ωd (s) corresponds to Oppose(x, d; s).

As noted in Sect. 3.1, a natural understanding of the statement ‘x does not see
to it that d and does not see to it that not d’ is that it expresses x’s passivity
with regard to a state of affairs d, in the sense that the presence or absence of
the agent does not affect the truth of d. In a Dalmas context, this corresponds
to a behaviour such that x leaves d as it is, no matter if d is true or false; in other
words to a behaviour characterized by the transition operator Λd (Λ for ‘Leave’).
But, as pointed out by Odelstad in [19], there is another possible interpretation of
this statement, namely a ‘stubbornly active’ (‘opposive’) behaviour such that x
changes the truth of d, no matter if d is true or false; i.e. a behaviour characterized
by Ωd (Ω for ‘Oppose’):
The transitions (I) and (III) (taken together) constitute a contradiction
and the same holds of (II) and (IV). The consistent pairs of (I) – (IV)
correspond to Do(x, d; s), Do(x, ¬d; s), Leave(x, d; s) or Oppose(x, d; s).
From this follows that not Do(x, d; s) and not Do(x, ¬d; s) implies Leave(x, d; s)
or Oppose(x, d; s). In [20] it is said that x’s passivity with regard to d is
expressed by the formula
¬Do(x, d) ∧ ¬Do(x, ¬d)
and this is abbreviated as Pass(x, d). But this seems to disregard the
possibility that x is with regard to d always active.
Obviously, the ‘opposive’ behaviour neither corresponds to the intuitive understanding of ‘passivity’ with regard to d, nor to the understanding of ‘sees to it
that d’ or to ‘sees to it that not d’. Therefore, this behaviour must be another
valid interpretation of ¬Do(x, d)∧¬Do(x, ¬d). As an illustration and motivation,
let us consider an example. Let d represent that the door is closed. Suppose that,
in state s, agent x performs a ‘null action’ with regard to some state of affairs d.
It means that, if no other agent (or “the world” itself) opens the door, then the
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door will remain closed. Does this mean that the agent is (was) ‘passive’ with
regard to the door being closed? Not necessarily. According to the examples in
Sect. 3.1, a ‘null action’ may also be used to ‘see to it that’, in this case, the
door is closed. This seems to imply that it is necessary to consider both how
x acts if the door is closed and how x acts it the door is not closed, in order
to determine whether x ‘sees to it that’ the door is closed or ‘remains passive’
with regard to the door being closed. Similarly, suppose that x closes the door
(this could be called a ‘non-null action’) in some state s. Does this mean that
x ‘sees to it that’ the door is closed? In line with the reasoning above, it could
be argued that it depends on how x acts in the case when the door is already
closed. If x in this case would leave the door closed, then x ‘sees to it’ that the
door is closed; however, if x would open the door, then x behaves ‘opposively’
with regard to the door being closed. This is the idea that the above definitons
of Do, Leave and Oppose tries to capture.
Let us now construct an extended set of types of normative positions, based
on the idea that ¬Do(x, d) ∧ ¬Do(x, ¬d) is logically equivalent to the disjunction
of Leave(x, d) and Oppose(x, d):
¬Do(x, d) ∧ ¬Do(x, ¬d) ⇔ Leave(x, d) ∨ Oppose(x, d)

(4)

Using standard deontic logic, it is easy to show that the following equivalences
hold:
(i) May[¬Do(x, d) ∧ ¬Do(x, ¬d)] ⇔ MayLeave(x, d) ∨ MayOppose(x, d)
(ii) ¬May[¬Do(x, d) ∧ ¬Do(x, ¬d)] ⇔ ¬MayLeave(x, d) ∧ ¬MayOppose(x, d)
This can be seen in the following way:
(i) May[¬Do(x, d) ∧ ¬Do(x, ¬d)] ⇔
May[Leave(x, d) ∨ Oppose(x, d)] ⇔
May¬[¬Leave(x, d) ∧ ¬Oppose(x, d)] ⇔
¬Shall[¬Leave(x, d) ∧ ¬Oppose(x, d)] ⇔
¬[Shall¬Leave(x, d) ∧ Shall¬Oppose(x, d)] ⇔
¬[¬May Leave(x, d) ∧ ¬May Oppose(x, d)] ⇔
May Leave(x, d) ∨ May Oppose(x, d)
(ii) ¬May[¬Do(x, d) ∧ ¬Do(x, ¬d)] ⇔
¬[May Leave(x, d) ∨ May Oppose(x, d)] ⇔
¬May Leave(x, d) ∧ ¬May Oppose(x, d)
t
u
We will also rely on the following tautologies:
(i) q ∧ r ⇔ (q ∧ r) ∨ (q ∧ ¬r) ∨ (¬q ∧ r)
(ii) p ∧ (q ∨ r) ∧ s ⇔ (p ∧ q ∧ r ∧ s) ∨ (p ∧ q ∧ ¬r ∧ s) ∨ (p ∧ ¬q ∧ r ∧ s)
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From this, it follows that
T1 : May Do(x, d) ∧ May[¬Do(x, d) ∧ ¬Do(x, ¬d)] ∧ May Do(x, ¬d) ⇔
[May Do(x, d) ∧ May Leave(x, d) ∧ May Oppose(x, d) ∧ May Do(x, ¬d)] ∨
[May Do(x, d) ∧ May Leave(x, d) ∧ ¬May Oppose(x, d) ∧ May Do(x, ¬d)] ∨
[May Do(x, d) ∧ ¬May Leave(x, d) ∧ May Oppose(x, d) ∧ May Do(x, ¬d)];
T2 : May Do(x, d) ∧ May[¬Do(x, d) ∧ ¬Do(x, ¬d)] ∧ ¬May Do(x, ¬d) ⇔
[May Do(x, d) ∧ May Leave(x, d) ∧ May Oppose(x, d) ∧ ¬May Do(x, ¬d)] ∨
[May Do(x, d) ∧ May Leave(x, d) ∧ ¬May Oppose(x, d) ∧ ¬May Do(x, ¬d)] ∨
[May Do(x, d) ∧ ¬May Leave(x, d) ∧ May Oppose(x, d) ∧ ¬May Do(x, ¬d)];
T3 : May Do(x, d) ∧ ¬May[¬Do(x, d) ∧ ¬Do(x, ¬d)] ∧ May Do(x, ¬d) ⇔
May Do(x, d) ∧ ¬May Leave(x, d) ∧ ¬May Oppose(x, d) ∧ May Do(x, ¬d);
T4 : ¬May Do(x, d) ∧ May[¬Do(x, d) ∧ ¬Do(x, ¬d)] ∧ May Do(x, ¬d) ⇔
[¬May Do(x, d) ∧ May Leave(x, d) ∧ May Oppose(x, d) ∧ May Do(x, ¬d)] ∨
[¬May Do(x, d) ∧ May Leave(x, d) ∧ ¬May Oppose(x, d) ∧ May Do(x, ¬d)] ∨
[¬May Do(x, d) ∧ ¬May Leave(x, d) ∧ May Oppose(x, d) ∧ May Do(x, ¬d)];
T5 : May Do(x, d) ∧ ¬May[¬Do(x, d) ∧ ¬Do(x, ¬d)] ∧ ¬May Do(x, ¬d) ⇔
May Do(x, d) ∧ ¬May Leave(x, d) ∧ ¬May Oppose(x, d) ∧ ¬May Do(x, ¬d);
T6 : ¬May Do(x, d) ∧ May[¬Do(x, d) ∧ ¬Do(x, ¬d)] ∧ ¬May Do(x, ¬d) ⇔
[¬May Do(x, d) ∧ May Leave(x, d) ∧ May Oppose(x, d) ∧ ¬May Do(x, ¬d)] ∨
[¬May Do(x, d) ∧ May Leave(x, d) ∧ ¬May Oppose(x, d) ∧ ¬May Do(x, ¬d)] ∨
[¬May Do(x, d) ∧ ¬May Leave(x, d) ∧ May Oppose(x, d) ∧ ¬May Do(x, ¬d)];
T7 : ¬May Do(x, d) ∧ ¬May[¬Do(x, d) ∧ ¬Do(x, ¬d)] ∧ May Do(x, ¬d) ⇔
¬May Do(x, d) ∧ ¬May Leave(x, d) ∧ ¬May Oppose(x, d) ∧ May Do(x, ¬d).
An extended type containing May Leave(x, d) ∧ May Oppose(x, d) is denoted
TΛΩ
i , where i is the number of the corresponding basic type. Similarly, an extended type containing May Leave(x, d)∧¬May Oppose(x, d) is denoted TΛ
i , and
an extended type containing ¬May Leave(x, d) ∧ May Oppose(x, d) is denoted
TΩ
i . Finally, an extended type containing ¬May Leave(x, d)∧¬May Oppose(x, d)
is denoted T–i . The following equivalences hold8 :
T1 (x, d) ⇔
T2 (x, d) ⇔
T3 (x, d) ⇔
T4 (x, d) ⇔
T5 (x, d) ⇔
T6 (x, d) ⇔
8

Λ
Ω
TΛΩ
1 (x, d)∨ T1 (x, d)∨ T1 (x, d)
Λ
ΛΩ
T2 (x, d)∨ T2 (x, d) ∨ TΩ
2 (x, d)
T–3 (x, d)
Λ
Ω
TΛΩ
4 (x, d)∨ T4 (x, d)∨ T4 (x, d)
–
T5 (x, d)
Λ
Ω
TΛΩ
6 (x, d)∨ T6 (x, d)∨ T6 (x, d)

Note the symmetry between this analysis and Sergot’s analysis in [22].
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T7 (x, d) ⇔ T–7 (x, d)
Our next goal is to find a reasonable interpretation of the extended types of
normative one-agent positions in a Dalmas context. The following principles
are assumed:
1. May Do(x, d) implies that ∆d is permissible; this means that the combination
(I) & (II) is allowed.
2. May Do(x, ¬d) implies that ∇d is permissible; this means that the combination (III) & (IV) is allowed.
3. May Leave(x, d) implies that Λd is permissible; this means that the combination (I) & (IV) is allowed.
4. May Oppose(x, d) implies that Ωd is permissible; this means that the combination (II) & (III) is allowed.
5. ¬May Do(x, d) implies that the combination (I) & (II) is disallowed; at least
one of (I) and (II) must be excluded.
6. ¬May Do(x, ¬d) implies that the combination (III) & (IV) is disallowed; at
least one of (III) and (IV) must be excluded.
7. ¬May Leave(x, d) implies that the combination (I) & (IV) is disallowed; at
least one of (I) and (IV) must be excluded.
8. ¬May Oppose(x, d) implies that the combination (II) & (III) is disallowed;
at least one of (II) and (III) must be excluded.

Table 5. State Transition Conditions for Extended Types

a
C2Λ
a
C2Ω
a
C4Λ
a
C4Ω
a
C5–
a
C6Λ
a
C6Ω
a
C7–

(I)

(II)

(III)

(IV)

P rohibiteda (x, s) if

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
-

X
X
X
-

d(s) ∧ ¬d(a(x, s))
¬d(s) ∧ ¬d(a(x, s))
¬d(s) ∧ d(a(x, s))
d(s) ∧ d(a(x, s))
¬d(a(x, s))
¬(d(s) ↔ d(a(x, s)))
d(s) ↔ d(a(x, s))
d(a(x, s))

C2a
C4a
C5a
C6a
C3a
C7a

These principles are now applied to each of the extended types:
– TΛΩ
1 (x, d): All combinations of (I) – (IV) are allowed according to principles
1 – 4. The interpretation represented by row 1 (which imposes no restriction
on the agent’s act) in Table 5 is consistent with these principles.
– TΛ
1 (x, d): According to principles 1 – 3, the combinations (I) & (II), (III) &
(IV) and (I) & (IV) are allowed, but according to principle 8 the combination
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(II) & (III) is disallowed. Since this is contradictory, we find no meaningful
interpretation of TΛ
1 (x, d) in this context.
Ω
T1 (x, d): According to principles 1 – 2 and 4, the combinations (I) & (II),
(III) & (IV) and (II) & (III) are allowed, but according to principle 7 the
combination (I) & (IV) is disallowed. This is contradictory; we find no meaningful interpretation of TΩ
1 (x, d).
TΛΩ
(x,
d):
The
combination
(I) & (II) is allowed according to principle 1,
2
(I) & (IV) is allowed according to principle 3, and (II) & (III) is allowed
according to principle 4. The combination (III) & (IV) is disallowed, according to principle 6. This is contradictory, since both (III) and (IV) were to
be allowed. Therefore, no meaningful interpretation of this extended type is
found.
TΛ
2 (x, d): The combination (I) & (II) is allowed according to principle 1, and
(I) & (IV) is allowed according to principle 3. The combination (II) & (III)
is disallowed according to principle 8. Since (II) was to be allowed, it is (III)
that must be excluded from the set of permissible transition types. Similarly,
(III) & (IV) is disallowed according to principle 6, and since (IV) was to be
allowed, (III) must be excluded. The interpretation represented by row 2
(corresponding to the state transition condition Ca2 ) of Table 5 is consistent
with these principles. See the example below for an illustration.
TΩ
2 (x, d): The combination (I) & (II) is allowed according to principle 1,
and (II) & (III) is allowed according to principle 4. The combination (I) &
(IV) is disallowed according to principle 7. Since (I) was to be allowed, it
is (IV) that must be excluded from the set of permissible transition types.
Similarly, (III) & (IV) is disallowed, according to principle 6, and since (III)
was to be allowed, this also means that (IV) must be excluded. The interpretation represented by row 3 in Table 5 is consistent with these principles.
It corresponds to one of the ‘missing’ C-conditions in Table 2.
T–3 (x, d): According to principle 1, the combination (I) & (II) is allowed,
and according to principle 2, (III) & (IV) is allowed. On the other hand,
the combination (I) & (IV) is disallowed according to principle 7, and (II)
& (III) is disallowed according to principle 8. This is contradictory; we find
no meaningful interpretation of T–3 (x, d) in this context. See the discussion
below for further comments on this issue.
TΛΩ
4 (x, d): The combination (III) & (IV) is allowed according to principle 2,
(I) & (IV) is allowed according to principle 3, and (II) & (III) is allowed according to principle 4. The combination (I) & (II) is disallowed, according to
principle 5. This is contradictory, since both (I) and (II) were to be allowed.
Therefore, no meaningful interpretation of this extended type is found.
TΛ
4 (x, d): The combination (III) & (IV) is allowed according to principle 2,
and (I) & (IV) is allowed according to principle 3. The combination (I) &
(II) is disallowed according to principle 5. Since (I) was to be allowed, it
is (II) that must be excluded from the set of permissible transition types.
Similarly, (II) & (III) is disallowed according to principle 8, and since (III)
was to be allowed, (II) must be excluded. The interpretation represented
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by row 4 (corresponding to the state transition condition Ca4 ) of Table 5 is
consistent with these principles.
TΩ
4 (x, d): The combination (III) & (IV) is allowed according to principle 2,
and (II) & (III) is allowed according to principle 4. The combination (I) &
(II) is disallowed according to principle 5. Since (II) was to be allowed, it
is (I) that must be excluded from the set of permissible transition types.
Similarly, (I) & (IV) is disallowed, according to principle 7, and since (IV)
was to be allowed, this also means that (I) must be excluded. The interpretation represented by row 5 in Table 5 is consistent with these principles. It
corresponds to the other of the two ‘missing’ C-conditions in Table 2.
T–5 (x, d): The combination (I) & (II) is allowed according to principle 1. The
combination (III) & (IV) is disallowed according to principle 6. (I) & (IV) is
disallowed according to principle 7, and since (I) was to be allowed, it is (IV)
that must be excluded from the set of permissible transition types. (II) &
(III) is disallowed according to principle 8, and since (II) was to be allowed,
(III) must also be excluded from the set of permissible transition types. The
interpretation represented by row 6 (corresponding to the state transition
condition Ca5 ) of Table 5 is consistent with these principles.
TΛΩ
6 (x, d): The combination (I) & (IV) is allowed according to principle 3,
and (II) & (III) is allowed according to principle 4. The combination (I) &
(II) is disallowed according to principle 5, and (III) & (IV) is disallowed
according to principle 6. This is contradictory, since all of (I) – (IV) were to
be allowed. Therefore, no meaningful interpretation of this extended type is
found.
TΛ
6 (x, d): The combination (I) & (IV) is allowed according to principle 3.
The combination (II) & (III) is disallowed according to principle 8. (I) &
(II) is disallowed according to principle 5. Since (I) was to be allowed, it
is (II) that must be excluded from the set of permissible transition types.
Similarly, (III) & (IV) is disallowed according to principle 6, and since (IV)
was to be allowed, it is (III) that must be excluded. The interpretation
represented by row 7 (corresponding to the state transition condition Ca6 ) of
Table 5 is consistent with these principles.
TΩ
6 (x, d): The combination (II) & (III) is allowed according to principle 4.
The combination (I) & (IV) is disallowed according to principle 7. (I) & (II)
is disallowed according to principle 5, and since (II) was to be allowed, it is (I)
that must be excluded from the set of permissible transition types. Similarly,
(III) & (IV) is disallowed, according to principle 6, and since (III) was to
be allowed, this means that (IV) must also be excluded. The interpretation
represented by row 8 (corresponding to the state transition condition Ca3 ) in
Table 5 is consistent with these principles.
T–7 (x, d): The combination (III) & (IV) is allowed according to principle 2.
The combination (I) & (II) is disallowed according to principle 5. (I) & (IV)
is disallowed according to principle 7, and since (IV) was to be allowed, it is
(I) that must be excluded from the set of permissible transition types. (II) &
(III) is disallowed according to principle 8, and since (III) was to be allowed,
(II) must also be excluded from the set of permissible transition types. The
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interpretation represented by row 9 (corresponding to the state transition
condition Ca7 ) of Table 5 is consistent with these principles.
Meaningful interpretations of nine of the 16 extended types can be found, as
a
shown in Table 5. For each row, an ‘extended’ state transition condition Ci∗
is
9
defined , where * stands for Λ, Ω or –. Together with a corresponding extended
type operator T∗i , these conditions regulate if action a is prohibited or not.
Remark 1. As an illustration, let us return to the door example used previously
and consider basic type T2 . Let d denote the state of affairs that the door is
a
closed. If TΛ
2 d and C2Λ (d; x, s), then Prohibiteda (x, s). In other words, if x has
a normative position of type TΛ
2 with regard to the door being closed, then a is
prohibited for x in state s if the door is closed in state s and the door is not closed
in state a(x, s). Agent x is allowed to see to it that (i.e. no matter the present
state of the door act in such a way that) the door is closed. He or she is also
allowed to behave ‘passively’ with regard to the door being closed, by leaving
the door open if it is already open and closed if it is already closed. On the other
hand, x is not allowed to exhibit an ‘opposive’ behaviour, and is not allowed to
see to it that the door is not closed; if the door is already closed, x must let it
remain closed. This interpretation seems to be in line with Lindahl’s example in
[14, p. 93] and the intuitive understanding of passivity. Analogously, if TΩ
2 d and
a
(d; x, s), then Prohibiteda (x, s). In other words, if x has a normative position
C2Ω
of type TΩ
2 with regard to the door being closed, then a is prohibited for x in
state s if the door is not closed in state s and the door is closed in state a(x, s).
Agent x is allowed to see to it that (i.e. no matter the present state of the door
act in such a way that) the door is closed. He or she is also allowed to exhibit an
‘opposive’ behaviour, by closing the door if it is not closed and opening the door
if it is closed. On the other hand, he or she is not allowed to exhibit a ‘passive’
behaviour with regard to the door being closed, and is not allowed to see to it
that the door is not closed; if the door is not closed, x must close it. As already
noted, Lindahl’s examples are constructed within a legal context, in which this
interpretation of T2 may make very little sense. In another setting, it might be
more meaningful. It could perhaps describe some sort of simple regulator: ‘if the
radiator is turned off, turn it on’.
Remark 2. As we saw in the discussion above, no meaningful interpretations of
Ω
ΛΩ
–
ΛΩ
TΛ
and TΛΩ
are found in a Dalmas context. Howcome? Let
1 , T 1 , T2 , T3 , T 4
6
us for example consider T–3 , and the difference between the basic types T1 and
T3 , and between T3 and T5 –T7 . T3 states that the agent shall either see to it
that d or see to it that ¬d, but neither of these options is prescribed; the agent
may choose either of these. Thus T3 is more restrictive10 than T1 , since it does
not allow the agent to act completely at its own will. On the other hand, T3
9

10

For ease of comparison, the first column in each row contains the name of the corresponding ‘extended’ state transition condition, and the second column contains the
name of the corresponding condition in [20].
Compare with the Hasse diagram in [14, p. 105].
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is less restrictive than T5 and T7 , since T3 gives the agent the choice of either
seeing to it that d or seeing to it that ¬d.
Type T3 may be abbreviated Shall[Do(x, d) ∨ Do(x, ¬d)]. As noted by Lindahl himself, this type requires special attention, and it is difficult to give T3
(‘alternative obligations’) an interpretation that can be distinguished from the
interpretation of T1 . One idea, briefly mentioned in Sect. 3.1, is to regard Do
as a ‘pattern of behaviour’, rather than a property of an action in a specific
state. In that case, T–3 could be intepreted as stating that the agent must either
stick to seeing to it that d or seeing to it that ¬d. To be able to express this
restriction in terms of permissible or prohibited state transitions would require
some mechanism to remember what the agent has done in previous states; if in
a previous state s1 the result of the agent’s act was that d(s+
1 ) holds, then the
agent may not in a later state s2 ‘change its mind’ and act in such a way that
¬d(s+
2 ) holds. The Dalmas architecture is flexible enough to incorporate a kind
of history dependence, but since this point of view regarding the interpretation
of Do is debatable, it is not further developed here. Similar arguments can be
Ω
ΛΩ
ΛΩ
and TΛΩ
formulated for TΛ
1 , T1 , T2 , T 4
6 .

4

Applications

This section will present some applications of the approach to norm-regulated
MAS discussed in this report.
4.1

Previous work

The Colour & Form system and the Waste-collector system are two specific systems that have been used as examples to illustrate the ideas behind the
Dalmas architecture. Previously, graphical implementations of these systems
have been developed using the general-level Java/Prolog Dalmas framework.
The reader is referred to [20, 8, 9] for a description of the systems and the implementations.
4.2

Current work: Forest Cleaner System

The Decision, Risk and Policy Analysis group at the University of Gävle currently conducts research on the automation of forest cleaning, from an agentsand norms-perspective (cf. [1, 2, 18]). The Forest Cleaner system is a Dalmas
consisting of a single agent; in other words, a Daloas:
Definition 1. A Daloas is a Dalmas where the agent set Ω contains a single
element ω; Ω = {ω}.
The forest cleaner agent operates in an environment which consists of a grid of
forest squares ordered in rows and columns. The grid Y consists of m×n squares.
The values of m and n (m, n > 1) are fixed before a run of the system. The
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squares have a fixed size zx × zy , where zx and zy are integer values (zx , zy ≥ 1).
(x, y) denotes the coordinate of a position within the grid, where 0 ≤ x < mzx
and 0 ≤ y < nzy . The function c : N −→ Z+ returns the column containing
x-coordinate x, and r : N −→ Z+ returns the row containing y-coordinate y.
hi, ji denotes the square in column i and row j.
Each square can be empty or contain one tree. A tree has a position (x, y),
and can be of two types, conifer or broadleaf. Furthermore, a tree has a diameter,
a condition 11 , a height and a quality 12 .
The current position of the agent and the current content of each square
constitutes a state of the system (or, more precisely, a state of the system’s
knowledge base). Let S be the set of possible states. A state descriptor has the
form
h(ax , ay ) , Υ i

(5)

where (ax , ay ) denotes the agent’s position and
Υ : {hi, ji | 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n} −→ P × K × D × E × H × Q ∪ {}

(6)

i.e.

Υ : {hi, ji | 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n} −→
{hp, k, d, e, h, qi | p ∈ P, k ∈ K, d ∈ D, e ∈ E, h ∈ H, q ∈ Q} ∪ {}
where 
P = (x, y) ∈ N2 | x < mzx and y < nzy (position);
K = {conifer, broadleaf} (type of tree);
D = {d ∈ Z+ | d ≤ 150} (diameter in mm);
E = {damaged, non-damaged};
H = {h ∈ Z+ | h ≤ 100} (height in dm);
Q = {low, medium, high} (quality); and
 means ‘no tree’.
Υs (3, 5) = h(70,110), conifer, 75,non-damaged, 50, mediumi means that, in state
s, position h3, 5i contains an undamaged medium-quality conifer tree located at
position (70,110) and with diameter 75 mm and height 50 dm. Υs (4, 5) = 
means that, in state s, there is no tree in position h4, 5i.
Acts are functions with system states as arguments. The act set A consists
of two acts:
1. Remove: S −→ S
2. Leave: S −→ S
11
12

Damaged or Non-damaged
Low, Medium or High
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Remove((x, y) , Υ ) means that the agent, whose position is (x, y), removes the
tree in square (c(x), r(y)), and then moves on to the next square. Leave((x, y) , Υ )
means that the agent, whose position is (x, y), leaves the tree (if any) located in
square (c(x), r(y)), and moves on to the next square. More formally,
Remove((x, y), Υ ) = hG(x, y), H(Υ )i
where

hx + zx , yi if c(x) < m and r(y) is odd




hx,
y
+
zy i if c(x) = m and r(y) < n and r(y) is odd



hx − zx , yi if c(x) > 1 and r(y) is even
G(x, y) =
hx, y + zy i if c(x) = 1 and r(y) is even and r(y) < n




hx, yi if c(x) = m and r(y) = n and n is odd



hx, yi if c(x) = 1 and r(y) = n and n is even
and

H(Υ ) =

Υ 0 (i, j) =  where i = c(x) and j = r(y)
Υ (i, j) = Υ (i, j) where i 6= c(x) and j 6= r(y);
0

and

Leave((x, y), Υ ) = hG(x, y), Υ i.
In the following, we assume that the forest consists of 15 × 15 squares (i.e.
m = n = 15) with a square size of 40 × 40 (i.e. zx = zy = 40) and that the initial
state for the system is h(10, 10) , Υ0 i where Υ0 can represent a randomly created
forest.

Utility function and Normative system. The behaviour of the forest cleaner
agent is regulated by the combination of a normative system, which for every
state determines which acts are permissible for the agent, and a utility function
that determines which of the acts are the most preferable. As an example, let us
consider the following simple rule system from [1] (with x replaced with t):
Rule system 2: If two trees are closer than t meters from each other and
one of them is damaged, remove the damaged tree. Otherwise remove
the tree that has the smaller diameter.
There are several ways to formulate this rule system as a combination of a normative system and a utility function. Remembering that the agent can only remove
a tree if it is located in the agent’s current square, one way is the following:
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1. if the agent’s current square contains a damaged tree and there is an undamaged tree within distance t from this tree, then the agent shall see to it
that this square13 does not contain a tree;
2. if the agent’s current square contains a damaged tree and there is another
damaged tree with a bigger diameter within distance t, then the agent shall
see to it that this square does not contain a tree;
3. if the agent’s current square contains an undamaged tree and there is another
undamaged tree with a bigger diameter within distance t, then the agent shall
see to it that this square does not contain a tree; and
4. if permissible, the agent should always prefer to leave a tree over removing
a tree.
Omitting the ∀ quantifier, these norms may be expressed in logical form in the
following way:
1. C60,curr (x; xm , s) ∧ x = xm → Shall Do¬C60,prev (x; xm , s)
2. D60,curr (x; xm , s) ∧ x = xm → Shall Do¬D60,prev (x; xm , s)
3. U60,curr (x; xm , s) ∧ x = xm → Shall Do¬U60,prev (x; xm , s)
The intended meaning of C60,curr/prev (x; xm , s) is that, in situation hxm , si, x’s
current square (resp., previous square) contains a damaged tree and there is an
undamaged tree within distance 60 from this tree. D60,curr/prev (x; xm , s) means
that, in situation hxm , si, x’s current square (resp., previous square) contains a
damaged tree and there is a damaged tree with a bigger diameter within distance
60 from this tree. Finally, U60,curr/prev (x; xm , s) means that, in situation hxm , si,
x’s current square (or previous square, resp.) contains an undamaged tree and
there is an undamaged tree with bigger diameter within distance 60 from this
tree. The algebraic forms of these three norms are
1. hM C60,curr , T7 C60,prev i
2. hM D60,curr , T7 D60,prev i
3. hM U60,curr , T7 U60,prev i
Implementation: CleanerDALOAS. CleanerDALOAS is a graphical Java
implementation of the Forest Cleaner System, built with the Java/Prolog Dalmas implementation described in [8, 9]. The graphical user interface consists of
a client control panel (see Fig. 1) and a graphical representation of the current
state of the forest grid.
In the state illustrated by Fig. 2, the agent (x) has cleaned the lower part of the
forest grid. The yellow circle shows the threshold distance (60) from the tree in
the agent’s current square, which is shown with gray background. Filled circles
represent undamaged trees, while unfilled circles represent damaged trees. Green
colour means broadleaf and blue colour means conifer, and the size of the circle
reflects the diameter of the tree.
13

Note that ‘this square’ refers to the agent’s current square before the agent acts.
However, since both leave and remove moves the agent to the following square, ‘this
square’ is in fact the agent’s previous square after the act is performed.
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Fig. 1. Screenshot: Control panel of a CleanerDALOAS.
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Fig. 2. Screenshot: Forest grid of a CleanerDALOAS.
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The CleanerDALOAS is still under development. The current version can simulate cleaning of random forests, and save forest states on text files. It also has a
simple tool for statistical analysis of forest stands, such as calculation of mean,
median and standard deviation of diameter or distance between trees. Several
improvements are planned but not yet implemented, for example the ability to
load a saved forest from file.

5

Conclusion

The aim of this report has been to examine the relationship between norms represented as permissible or prohibited types (with regard to some state of affairs
d) of state transitions in a class of transition systems, and possible interpretations of the Kanger-Lindahl theory of normative positions. A refinement of
the set of one-agent types of normative positions by Jones and Sergot was presented, and an interpretation within the context of norm-regulated Dalmas and
other similar systems was suggested. An alternative refinement, together with a
possible interpretation, was suggested and discussed. This study suggests that,
within the context of norm-regulated Dalmas and other similar systems, it is
possible to find reasonable interpretations of the (extended) one-agent types in
terms of permissible and prohibited transitions. These interpretations represent
all possible types of state transitions with regard to some state of affairs d. It
seems that different traditions regarding the treatment of action and agency lead
to different, but equally valid or useful, interpretations.
The possibility to formulate state transition conditions for a more general
class of multi-agent systems is a natural candidate for further investigation.
It would also be interesting to examine the relationship between the theory
of normative positions and the definition by Craven and Sergot of Ex as an
operator on state transitions [3, 23]. It can be noted that Craven and Sergot
primarily deal with the relationship between ‘system norms’ and ‘agent-specific
norms’, and different categories of compliant or non-compliant behaviour of an
agent with respect to a normative system. Norms are formulated in nC+, an
extended form of the action language C+. On the other hand, the approach by
Odelstad et al. focuses on the formal representation of agent-specific norms based
on the theory of normative positions, using an algebraic notation for norms. To
illustrate similarities and differences between these two approaches, a Dalmas
implementation of the ‘rooms’ system, used in [3, 23] as an example, is under
development.
Only minor modifications to the existing general-level Java/Prolog Dalmas
implementation are required to incorporate the extended state transition conditions suggested in this paper. Since the extended conditions exhaust the space
of possible transition types, specific Dalmas implementations could be used for
the systematic exploration of the ‘best’ normative system for a class of multiagent systems in a given problem domain, according to some problem-specific
evaluation function. One interesting idea is to use mechanisms from machine
learning, such as a genetic algorithm, to let the system itself determine the opti-
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mal normative system for a particular task. Another suggestion for future work
is to design a generic tool for the construction of normative systems, based on
the ideas behind the Dalmas architecture. Such a tool could potentially be used
for the construction of normative systems for a wider class of norm-regulated
multi-agent systems, such as the Ballroom system described in [5].
Following a suggestion in [9], a simple one-agent system has been implemented in Java and Prolog to simulate cleaning of young forest stands. A discussion of forest cleaning in a computer environment, and the possibility for artificial
agents to perform forest cleaning, can be found in [1]. The CleanerDALOAS is
still work in progress, but initial runs indicate that the combination of a simple normative system and a simple utility function for the agent can yield good
results.
Acknowledgments. The author wishes to express his gratitude to Jan Odelstad for his invaluable input.
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